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INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
The first systematical treatment of reflexive modules over commutative 
rings was done by Bourbaki in [7, 41. He considered reflexive modules of finite 
type over a normal domain A, and generalized classical results about modules 
of finite type over Dedikind domains. Some special classes of reflexive modules 
had been previously considered. In particular, it is well known that the set of 
all reflexive modules of rank 1 over the domain A has a natural group structure. 
This group (called the Divisor Class group) is an important invariant of the ring 
and plays an essential role in algebraic geometry. 
Little is known about reflexive modules of rank greater than one, although 
it seems certain that they should play an important role in studying both global 
and local properties of algebraic varieties. In the present paper we generalize 
some known facts about reflexive modules and demonstrate the relations between 
them, the Brauer group, and vector bundles. It would be nice to have some 
geometric structure on some subsets of the set of reflexive modules. We shall 
return to this problem in a future paper. 
The paper consists of four sections. In the first section we generalize results 
of Bourbaki on reflexive modules. In particular, we show how far his results can 
be extended. In the second section we study reflexive modules over local normal 
domains for which the ring of endomorphisms is a free module. In the third 
section we study reflexive modules over two-dimensional complete local normal 
domains. The last section is a complement to the second. There we compare the 
Brauer group of a two-dimensional singularity with the Brauer group of the 
surface obtained by a desingularization. 
Each section is preceded by a short introduction to the results of that section. 
We now recall the definition of a reflexive module. 
DEFINITION. Let A be a Krull domain and M an A-lattice in a finite- 
dimensional vector space over the quotient field of A [I 5, I]. The module n/r 
is called reflexive if one of the following two equivalent conditions is satisfied: 
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(i) M 3 M**, where M* = Hom,(M, A), 
(ii) M = hip Mp , where p C A are prime ideals. 
Now let R be any commutative ring and M an R-module. Suppose that M* 
is an R-module of finite type. Then we have an exact sequence 
where Fl , F, are free R-modules and Fl is of finite type. This sequence yields 
an exact sequence 
O-M*“-F;-F,*. 
Therefore, if in addition M a M **, then M is the kernel of a map of two free 
R-modules of finite type. 
On the other hand, if M is a lattice over a Krull domain A and if there exists 
an exact sequence of A-modules 
with L, , L, free modules of finite type, then M is a reflexive A-module. 
Throughout the paper a normal domain will mean a Noetherian integrally 
closed domain. By the Class group of a normal domain we mean its Divisor 
Class group. If T is a module over a commutative ring B, then we denote by TM 
the corresponding quasi-coherent sheaf on Spec(i3). All schemes considered in 
this paper are separated. 
1. COHERENT SHEAVES ON SUBSPACES OF CODIMENSION < 1 IN SCHEMES 
The main results of this section generalize the theorems of Bourbaki on 
reflexive modules over normal domains. Our results are stated and proved in 
the sheaf-theoretical language, and some of them are valid for not necessarily 
affine schemes. A much more general situation was discussed in [30], but, 
obviously, the theorem proved here cannot be generalized to that case. 
(1 .I) Let us consider an integral scheme X of dimension K > 1. We shall 
denote by Xi the subspace in X of all points of codimension 1. This subspace 
has a natural structure of a ringed space with a structure sheaf 0, = &,I Xi 
(the restriction to Xi of the sheaf 0,). Thus, we may consider she&es of or,- 
modules. 
Let F(X) be the category of quasi-coherent sheaves on the scheme X. A 
sheaf N of Uoxl-modules is called quasi-coherent if N = j*(M), where M is a 
quasi-coherent sheaf on X and j: Xi c+ X is the natural embedding. Let 
3(X)x1 denote the full subcategory in S(X) consisting of all O,-modules M 
with j*(M) = 0. 
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DEFINITION (1.2) (cf. [30]). Let X be an integral scheme of dimension 
K > 1. The scheme X is called 1-Noetherian if there exists a finite open affine 
covering { Ui)iEr of X such that for all i E I an object O,, is Noetherian in the 
quotient category F( UJ/F( Ui)(Ui)l. 
DEFINITION (1.3). A 1-Noetherian scheme X is called l-regular if the local 
rings 0, are regular for all points x E Xi . 
(1.4) Let X be a 1 -Noetherian scheme. The category 9(X,) of all quasi- 
coherent sheaves on X, is Abelian and equivalent to the category S(X)/S(X)xl 
[30]. The Noetherian objects of 9(X,) are called coherent sheaves on X, . In 
[18, No. 4, Chap. 0, 51.3, 53.11 we have another definition of coherent (and 
quasi-coherent) sheaves on a ringed space. It follows immediately from [30] 
that in our case the two definitions are equivalent. 
We shall denote by F(X,)# (resp. g#(X)xl) the full subcategory in 9(X,) 
(resp. F(X)xl) of all coherent sheaves. 
The scheme X will often satisfy the following condition: 
(1.5) There exists an invertible Oxl-module L such that for any coherent 
O,l-module M there is a positive integer n,(M) such that M @0X1 L@” is gene- 
rated by global sections for n > n,(M) [I& No. 8, II, (4.5)]. 
THEOREM (1.6). Let X = Spec(A) be a 1-Noetherian afine scheme. The 
following condilions are equivalent :
(i) For any torsion free sheaf ME .9(X,)+ there exists an exact sequence 
of O,l-modules 
04;, -+M-+N-+O, 
where NE %(X1)+ is a torsion free sheaf of rank 1. 
(ii) Any object E E 9(X,)* is a direct sum E = M @ T, where M is a 
torsion free subsheaf and T is a torsion subsheaf, M, T E 9(X&+. 
(iii) X is a l-regular scheme. 
The proof is contained in (1.7)-( 1.11). Actually, most of the theorem (except 
(ii), (iii) implies (i)) is proved for any (not necessarily affine) I-Noetherian 
scheme (see Remark (1.12) below). 
PROPOSITION (1.7). Let X be any (not necessarily afine) l-regular scheme. 
Then any object of the category 9(X,)+ is a direct sum of a torsion sheaf and a 
torsion free sheaf from 9(X,)#. Furthermore, any torsion sheaf of the category 
S(X,)# can be written in a unique way as the finite direct sum 
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where the Oi are local rings of the form 0, (codim(x) = 1) with maximal ideals 
mi E fii ,gi: Spec(U,) 4 X, the natural embeddings, and si positive numbers. 
Proof. Let M be an object of the category 9(X,)+. Let B C M be the 
maximal torsion subobject of M (so that D = M/B is a torsion free sheaf). It is 
enough to prove that Extir,(D, B) = 0. 
As in [ 16, IV, (4.2)] we can apply the spectral sequence of composition 
functors 
H”(X, , g&$X B)) * Ext&JD, B), 
and get the three term exact sequence 
0 + H1(Xl ) &%llZQX ,(D, B)) - Ext&JD, B) --+ ff’(X, , ~&&l(D, B)). 
Because the sheaf &?wz~,~(D, B) has support in a finite number of points, the 
first term is trivial. From [16, IV, Theorem (4.2.2)] itfollows that 
(~&i,l(D, B)), = Ext&:(D, , B,) for any point x E X, . 
The scheme X is l-regular and the D, , x E X1 , are torsion free, hence free 
&,-modules, so Ext’o,(Ds , B,) = 0 for all x E X, . This implies HO(X, 
cF’.z~~~,(D, B)) = 0. Therefore ExtixJD, B) = 0. 
Since any torsion coherent sheaf on Xi has support in a finite number of 
points, the last assertion of the proposition follows from the well-known 
characterization of modules of finite type over discrete valuation rings [7, 4, 
Proposition 231. 
PROPOSITION (1.8). Let X be any (not necessarily afine) 1-Noetheriun scheme 
satisfying condition (1.5). IfX satisfies one of the following two conditions: 
(a) for any torsion free sheaf M EF(X~)# of rank 2 generated by global 
sections there exists an exact sequence of O,I-modules 
O+Uxl-t M-+ N+O, 
where N E 9(X,)+ is a torsion free sheaf of rank 1; 
(b) any object EEF(X~)# is a direct sum: E = M @ T, where M is a 
torsion free subsheaf and T a torsion subsheaf (M, T E 9(X,)@), then it is a 1 -regular 
scheme. 
Proof. 
Case (a). Suppose there is y E Xi such that the ring 0, is not regular. By the 
Akidzuki-Cohen theorem [26, Proposition 61, there is an ideal J C 0, with the 
greatest number of generators among all ideals of 8, . Since the scheme X 
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satisfies condition (1.5) we can find a coherent torsion free sheaf Qx, of rank 1 
generated by global sections such that Q, m J. 
We have an exact sequence of coherent U,l-modules 
where Px, is a torsion free O,l-module of rank 1. This sequence yields an exact 
sequence of 0,-modules 
Because the number of generators of J @ J is greater than I+ (the number of 
generators of P,), we have a contradiction. 
Case (b). To prove that X is a l-regular scheme, it is enough to show that 
Extiz(J, 0,/m& = 0 for any point x E X of codimension 1 and any ideal J C 0, . 
Let x E X be a point of codimension 1. As before, we can find a torsion free 
0, -module Qx, E 9(X,)+ such that Qr w J. Our assumptions imply 
Ex>& (Qx ,j.+(Oz/m,)) = 0, where j: Spect(B,) c+ X1 . Hence ExtAz(Qz , 
u’,/m:) =b. 
LEMMA (1.9). Let X = Spec(A) be a l-regular afine scheme. Then the ring 
S = nhtpzl A, is a Krull domain. Let Y = Spec(S). Then we have a natural 
isomorphism of ringed spaces: (YI , ByI) m (XI , ox,). 
Proof. Denote by K the quotient field of A. Every discrete valuation ring 
of the form A,(p C A) defines a discrete valuation z+, of rank 1 of the field K. 
Since X is I-Noetherian, for any element { E S, p # 0, there is at most a finite 
number of the valuations vup such that + is not a unit in A, . Hence S is a Krull 
domain [15, I, 11. A trivial verification, which we omit, shows that (1-i , cr,) = 
(X, , Oxl) (see also [15, I, 31). 
LEMMA (1.10). Let X = Spec(A) be a 1 -regular afine scheme and M c .F(X,)+ 
a torsion free sheaf of rank 2. Then there exists an exact sequence of Ozl-modules 
0+0,+M-+N+O, 
where N E 9(X,)+ is torsion-free ofrank 1. 
Proof. It is enough to prove the assertion for the ring S = fihtP=i d, . In 
this case the proof is the same as in [7, 4, Proof of Lemma 81. 
(1.11) Lemma (1.10) and a simple induction (note that X is affine) prove 
that (iii) implies (i). 
This completes the proof of Theorem (1.6). 
Remark (1.12). Let X be any I-Noetherian scheme satisfying condition 
(1.5). Probably, condition (a) of Proposition (1.8) and conditions (ii), (iii) of 
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Theorem (1.6) are equivalent. To prove it one must generalize Lemma (1.10) 
to the nonaffine case. Using Bertini’s theorem Maruyama proved an analog 
of Lemma (1 .lO) for nonsingular projective surface [25, Lemma 3.11. 
Remark (1.13) (cf. [2.5]). Suppose X is a l-regular projective variety over 
algebraically closed field k. One can attempt to construct the moduli scheme of 
locally free sheaves of finite rank (i.e., vector bundles) on Xi . The main point 
is to prove some kind of “boundedness” theorem (see [25]). For curves this 
means that the set of isomorphism classes of indecomposable vector bundles 
with fixed degree and rank is bounded. If dim(X) > 2 we must overcome many 
difficulties. For example, the first cohomology group Hl(X, , cOrl) fails to be a 
finite-dimensional vector space over k even for afline X. Maybe, one should 
consider instead vector bundles on X, (points of codimension <2) and try to 
generalize recent results of Maruyama [25]. In this case at least we have no 
problems with the first cohomology groups. 
(1.14) Let X be a 1-Noetherian scheme. We recall in brief the definition of 
the Class group of l-cycles Cl(X) [I& No. 32, IV, (26.1)]. 
Let 3’(X) (resp. 3(X,)) denote a free Abelian group generated by the points 
of codimension 1 (resp. codimension <I). Let sl(X)princ C 3’(X) be the 
subgroup of principal l-cycles, i.e., sums of the form C O,(f) {x} where f is a 
rational function on X and O,(f) the order off at the point x E Xi of codi- 
mension 1. 
DEFIKITION (1 .I 5). Cl(X) = 3’(X)/3’(X)n,i,, .
(1.16) As usual, we denote by Pit(Y) the Picard group of a ringed space Y. 
Let D be a positive divisor on Xr and Y(D) C X1 a closed subspace in Xi 
defined by the sheaf of ideals Jx,(D) C OxI . 
Let olyfD) = Uxl/Jxl(D) j Y(D) denote the structure sheaf of the subspace 
Y(D). The map cyr: D --) C length(0,(,),,) {x} induces the map 
cyc: Pic(X,) + Cl(X,). 
PROPOSITION (1.17). For any l-regular scheme X the canonical map cyc is an 
isomorphism of groups. 
The proof of this proposition is essentially due to Grothendieck [18, No. 32, 
IV, (21.6.12)]. We omit the details. 
(1.18) We shall denote by G(X,) the Grothendieck group of the category 
9(X$. Let g*: Spec(0,) 4 Xr , and let x0 denote the generic point of X. We 
have the canonical homomorphism of groups 
F: 3(X1) - G(Xd, 
where &{x}) = [g~(U,/mJ] if codim(x) = 1, and y({xO}) = [O,1]. 
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PROPOSITION (1.19). Let X = Spec(A) be a 1 -No&he&n ajine scheme. Then 
the homomorphism y induces the isomorphism 
z @ Cl(X) 9 G(X,). 
PYOO~. We follow closely the idea of Eagon [12]. A prime-filtration @ f the 
sheaf E E F(X,)# is one whose factors are of the form (K/p / Xi) for various 
prime ideals p C A of height < 1. Every sheaf E E S(X,)# has a prime-filtration. 
We denote by n,(Q) the number of times that a factor isomorphic to (K/p, 1 X1), 
where ps is the prime ideal in the ring A corresponding to the point x E Xi , is 
associated with @. Consider sums of the following form 
where @ and @’ are two arbitrary prime-filtrations of a given sheaf E. Denote by 
S the subgroup in 3(X,) generated by all such sums. 
LEMMA (1.19.1). The homomorphism v induces the isomorphism 
3(4)/S = WV- 
The proof is the same as in Eagon’s paper [12, Lemma]. 
Exactly as in [12, Corollary 21 we can now reduce the set of generators of S: 
LEMMA (1.19.2). For each s E r(X, , OxI), s # 0, choose a particular p ime- 
filtration @ of Ox,/sOx, . Then S is generated by sums Ccodim(s)=l n,(Q) {x} quan- 
tqji?lg only over s E qx, ) 0x,), s # 0. 
It follows immediately from Lemma (1.19.2) that the map v’: Z @ 3’(X,) ---f 
3(X,)/S defined by ~‘(1) = l{x,} (mod S) for 1 E Z, ~‘((x}) = {x> (mod S) for 
{x} E 3l(X,) induces the isomorphism 
z @ Cl(X) - 3(X,)/S. 
Composition of this isomorphism and the isomorphism given in Lemma (1.19.1) 
gives the isomorphism 
Z @ Cl(X) r G(X,). 
Remark (1.20). Let X = Spec(A) b e a l-regular affine scheme. We denote 
by &(X1) the Grothendieck group of the category of locally free Or1-modules 
of finite rank. If M is such a sheaf one can define the sheaf det(M) =ATkMM of 
rank 1. As usual, we get the epimorphism of groups 
det: &(X1) -+ Pic(X,). 
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Because X is l-regular, the map 
i: Pic(X1) + &(X1), WI) = [PI - [@x,1 
is a monomorphism of groups. Indeed, ;([P @Q]) = [P @Q] - [U,J and 
i([P]) + i([Q]) = [P] + [Q] - 2[0r1]. By Theorem (1.6), there exists an 
exact sequence of U,l-modules 
o+O,-+P@Q+N+O, 
where N is a torsion free U,l-module. Applying the functor det we get an 
isomorphism N w P @Q. 
It is obvious that det . i = id. Define E: Z + &(X1) by ~(1) = [ozJ. Using 
Theorem (1.6) one easily verifies that 
0 -+ Z -r, &(X1) --f% Pic(X,) + 0 
is a split exact sequence. Hence &(X1) M Pic(X,) @ Z. 
Remark (1.21). If X = Spec(A) is a l-regular affine scheme, then Pic(X,) a
Cl(X) and K&,X,) M G(X,). Therefore, the previous remark gives another 
proof of the isomorphism G(X,) = Cl(X) @ Z in this special case. 
PROPOSITION (1.22). Let A be a (not necessarily Noetherian) local Krull 
domain. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) Every ideal J C A with t wo generators has jnite homological dimension. 
(ii) The ring A is factorial. 
Proof. To prove (i) implies (ii) it is sufficient to show that Cl(X) R+ Pic(X,) 
= 0, i.e., for any ideal JC A, [det(]” 1X1)] = 0 in Pic(X,). Let J be an ideal 
in A. We can find an ideal Q C A generated by two elements uch that Q” 1 X, = 
J” ] X1 [7, 1, Exercise 111. By assumption, we have a finite resolution 
O-&~-t --o~l+(J”~xl)+o. 
Hence [det(J* jX,)] = 0. 
The converse is trivial. 
This proposition is a slight generalization of the theorem of Auslander and 
Buchsbaum [15, II, Theorem 9.11. 
(1.123) Theorem (1.6) and Proposition (1.19) imply the results of Bourbaki 
on reflexive modules over normal domains [7, 4, Proposition 17, Theorems 4 
and 6J 
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2. REFLEXIVE MODULES FOR WHICH THE RING OF ENDOMORPHISMS IS PROJECTIVE 
Throughout this section R will be a local normal domain with maximal ideal m 
and quotient field K. Our main result gives a description of the set of all reflexive 
R-modules M of finite type for which End,(M) is a projective R-module. We 
conclude the section with two propositions about reflexive modules. 
(2.1) Let {(& , mi)Lsl b e a directed family of Galois coverings with fixed 
maximal ideals mi C Si . By a Galois covering we mean a finite Galois extension. 
Let us fix one such family. The derived family of local rings {(SJ mi}iEI is 
directed. Let R = inj. lim(SJ nti . It is easy to see that all the Si and I? are 
normal domains [l 1, Proposition 21. 
Let Z-~ be the fundamental group of the category Et, of all finite tale coverings 
of R [28, IV]. We have ri = proj lim(nri) where rrii = Aut,(S,). 
The fundamental group ni acts in an obvious way on Cl(&) (z’ E 1) and Cl(R). 
Let Cl(@ (resp. Cl(S,)“l) denote the subgroup of fixed element in Cl(R) 
(resp. Cl(S,)). 
(2.2) We denote by Br(B) the Brauer group of the ring B and by Br(K/R) 
the Ker(Br(R) + Br(K)) [20]. 
Our main observation (2.6) is that any [M] E Cl(Si)lTli, (  E 1) gives an Azumaja 
R-algebra A = End,(M) such that class [A] E Br(K/R). 
Now we can state the main result. 
THEOREM (2.3). Let R be a local normal domain. Then the group Br(K/R) is 
canonically isomorphic (see Proposition (2.6) below) to the group Cl(R)“l/CI(R). 
The theorem follows from two propositions ((2.6), (2.10)) and several lemmas. 
We need also the following result of Auslander: 
THEOREM (2.4) [6, Th eorem V.12, Corollary VII.31. Let T be a normal 
domain with quotient field Q. Let Ref( T) (resp. Pr( T)) be the monoid of isomorphism 
classes of refEexive (resp. projective) T-modules M offinite rank for which End,(M) 
is projective. The multiplication isgiven by [M] [N] = [(M Or N)**]. Then the 
sequence 
O-+ Cl(T)/Pic(T)G Ref(T)/Pr(T): Br(T)+ Br(Q) 
is exact, where a([N]) = [N] and /3([M]) = [End,(M)]. 
We begin the proof with 
LEMMA (2.5). Let M be a reflexive R-module of Jinite type. If End,(M) M 
End,(R”), then M w N @n R” for some reJEexive ideal NC R. 
Proof. We can represent 1 E End,(Rn) as a sum of orthogonal idempotents: 
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i=e,+ ... + e, . This gives a decomposition of M into a direct sum of 
reflexive R-modules of rank 1: M = e,M @ .‘. @ e,M. Since End,(eiM, eiM) 
is a free R-module of rank 1, e,M m ejM for all i,i (1 < i,j < n). Thus M = 
N OR R” for same reflexive ideal N C R. 
PROPOSITION (2.6). Let S be a Galois covering of R and MC S a rejexive 
ideal such that for every 0 E G = Auts(S) the two S-modules aM and M are 
S-isomorphic. Then End,(M) is an Azumaja R-algebra. 
Proof. We shall use the following criterion [IO, Lemma 1.21: 
An R-algebra A is an Azumaja algebra iff it is central projective of finite type 
and il, is an Azumaja Rp-algebra for every prime ideal p C R of height 1. 
We claim that A = End,(M) has center R. Indeed, any element of the center 
is in K = center (K @ A), and any element of A is integral over R by the Cayley- 
Hamilton theorem. The result now follows from the normality of R. 
Now we shall prove that A is a projective R-module. Let 
P=@(oM)mM@sSn 
OEG 
be an S-module of rank n where n = j G i . For any 0 E G we can define an 
additive bijection 6 of P as follows: 
where m E M, (T, Q- E G, and both elements of P have zero components except at 
the places 7 and 0~ respectively. One easily checks that 6(sp) = u(s) O(p) for 
every s E S, p E P, and ta = 7n for every ~,o E G. From the descent theory 
[20, II, Theorem 5.11 follows the existence of an R-module N such that 
N 8s S = P. Since End,(M OS Sn) w End,(N 8s S) and End,(M) w S, 
End,(N OR S) is a projective S-module. Since End,(N OR S) = End,(N) OR 
S, End,(N) is a projective R-module. Therefore End,(P) is a projective 
R-module. Hence A is a projective R-module. 
Because the last condition of the criterion is obviously satisfied, A is an 
Azumaja R-algebra. 
LEMMA (2.7). Let S 3 B be a finite tale extension of a normal domain B. 
If M is a reflexive S-module, then M is reflexive as a B-module. If N is a B-module 
such that N or, S is a rejlexive S-module, then N is a reflexive B-module. Further- 
more, ayv S-module L is a direct summand of the S-module S OR L. 
Proof. We shall prove only the last assertion. By assumption, there exists an 
idempotent e = XV x, @ yy E S 6& S such that the map: L + S 6&, L given by: 
m ++ y,. X, @ yVm is a splitting monomorphism. Therefore we are done. 
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(2.8) Suppose M is as in (2.6). F rom (2.6) and (2.7) it follows that 
[End,(M)] E Br(K/R) C Br(R). 
LEMMA (2.9). With the notation as in Proposition (2.6), if [A] = 0 in Br(R), 
then there xists a reflexive ideal L C R such that M m L OR S is an isomorphism 
of S-modules. 
Proof. By Lemma (2.5), there exists an ideal L C R such that M w L OR Rz 
is an isomorphism of R-modules. Hence the R-module 
is projective, so, by Lemma (2.7), it is projective as an S-module where the 
action of the ring S comes from the action of S on M. Since rank,(M) = 1 we 
have an isomorphism of S-modules T m S. Since M and L are reflexive R- 
modules this implies an S-isomorphism: M zz L OR S. 
PROPOSITION (2.10). Construction fthe map 
T: Cl(R)nl/Cl(R) -+ Br(K/R). 
Let [M’] E Cl(R~ b e a representative of 6 E Cl(@l/Cl(R). Since the ring I? 
is Noetherian, there xists a Galois covering Si (i E I) and a rejexive ideal Mi C Sc 
such that M’ M R as, Mi and a(Mi) m Mi as S,-modules for every 0 E ~~ . 
By Proposition (2.6), the R-algebra End,(M,) gives an element of the group 
Br(K/R) (see also (2.8)). DeJine 
T: S w [End,(M,)]. 
The map r is well defined. Indeed, let Si (J’ E 1) is another Galois covering and 
Mj C Sj such that M’ w i? OS, Mj , and a(Mi) M Mj as Sj-modules for every 
cr E rr . Then let SI, (K E I) be a Galois covering such that the pair (S, , n-r,) 
dominates both (Si , m,) and (Sj , nt,). Because End,(S, osj Mi) m 
End,[Gt M,], where t = [S,: SJ, we have [End,(S, OS, MJ] = [End,(M,)] 
in Br(R). This shows that r is well defined. 
LEMMA (2.11). The map r is surjective. 
Proof. By Auslander’s theorem (see Theorem (2.4)) each element of the 
group Br(K/R) is of the form [End,(M)] f or some reflexive R-module M. The 
ring R is local, hence the algebra A = End,(M) contains a maximal commuta- 
tive subalgebra S C A, which is a free R-module of rank,(S) = rank,(M), and 
End,(M) OR S m End,(A) [20, Theorem 6.4, p. 104, Proposition 6.1, p. 981. 
By Lemma (2.7) M is a reflexive S-module. It has rank,(M) = 1. Therefore, it 
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remains to show that a(R Bs M) e l? OS M as R-modules for every u E ni . 
For that, it is enough to prove that u(Si OS M) = Si OS M for some Si 1 S 
and for all (T E rrli (i E I). 
Fix some Si 3 S (i E I). Let T denote the S,-module Si OS M. As before, 
Lemma (2.5) implies that T OR Si e 0” N where NC Sj is a reflexive ideal. 
Through the end of the proof (...)* will mean Homs,(..., SJ. Tensoring both 
sides of the last isomorphism with the S,-module N* we obtain T OR Si OS 
N* e (0” N) OS, N*. Hence (T OR N * ** is a free Si-module. Let XV X, @ ) 
31” E Si OR Si be a canonical idempotent for the etale extension Si 3 R. We have 
a split monomorphism of &-modules (Si acts on N*): 
,:T@N*+T@N*, E(t @ n) = 1 tx, cg) yp. 
si R Y 
Hence (T OS, N * ** is a direct summand of a free S,-module. So it is a free ) 
&-module of rank I. Therefore T m N as &-modules. Since u(T) OR Si w 
0” N as S,-modules for every cr E vii, one can show, as before, that u(T) w N 
as Si-modules. Thus a(T) * T for every D E 7rii, and we are done. 
LEMMA (2.12). The map 7 is a monomorphism of groups. 
Proof. Let S = Si (i E I) be a Galois covering of R, and [T], [L] E Cl(S)nl. 
As in the proof of Proposition (2~9, the descent theory implies that L OR S m 
@r L m N OR S for some R-module N. Hence End,(T OR L) OR End,(S) M 
End,(T OR N OR S) = End,( T OR N) OR End,(S). This implies End,( T OR 
L) OR End,(S) w End,(T OS S @R N) @R End,(S) w End,(T as (0’ L)) 
@R End,(S) = EndR((@ T) @,L) @R End,(S). 
This completes the proof of this lemma and Theorem (2.3). 
The following proposition was proved by M. Auslander (see remark of 
MacRae in [24, p. 7461). Because we were unable to find a proof in the literature 
we shall give a proof here. 
PROPOSITION (2.13) (Auslander). Let B be a normal domain, and M a 
rejexive B-module of jinite type and finite homological dimension such that the 
B-algebra ,4 = End,(M) is projective as B-module. Then M is a projective 
B-module. 
Proof. By Theorem (2.4) A is an Azumaja B-algebra. We can suppose B to 
be local. Let S be a maximal commutative subalgebra of the algebra A. It is a 
splitting ring for A, and the B-module S is free with rank,(M) = rank,(S) 
[20, Theorem 6.4, p. 1811. By Lemma (2.7), M is a reflexive S-module of rank 1 
and M 0 T e S @JR M for an S-module T. Hence hds(M) < co. Therefore 
[M] = 0 in Cl(S) [7, 4.71, so M is a projective S-module. Hence M is a free 
B-moduie. 
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PROPOSITION (2.4). For any normal domain B the following conditions are 
equivalent :
(i) The domain B is regular of dimension ,<2. 
(ii) All reflexive B-modules of rank 2 are projective. 
(iii) The ring of endomorphisms of any reflexive B-module of rank <4 is a 
projective B-module. 
Proof. (i) + (ii), (iii), This is well known. 
(ii) 2. (i). Suppose B is not regular. Then dim(B) > 2, and there is a prime 
ideal p C B such that the local ring C = B, is not regular. If dim(C) = 2, then 
it is easy to find two ideals P = (a, 6), Q == (a, b, c) in C such that ann,(Q/P) = 
pC. We have an exact sequence of C-modules 
O-P-Q-tQ/P-tO, 
where, by our assumptions, hd,(P), hd,(Q) < 1. Since hd,(QjP) = co, a 
contradiction. We omit the trival verification that dim(C) cannot be greater 
than 2. 
(iii) =z- (ii). Since the ring of endomorphisms of any reflexive B-module of 
rank 2 is projective, every prime ideal of height 1 in B is invertible. Indeed, if 
q C B is a minimal noninvertible prime ideal, then, by assumptions, 
End,(B @ q) is a projective B-module. Because this module contains as a 
direct summand a nonprojective B-module Hom,(q, B), we have a contra- 
diction. 
Now we can suppose B to be local. Let M be a reflexive B-module of rank 2 
such that the B-algebra =1 = End,(M) is projective as B-module. Hence A 
is an Azumaja B-algebra. The splitting ring S C A is semilocal and S is a free 
B-module of rank 2 [20, Theorem 6.4, p. 1811. Furthermore [A] E Br(SIB). We 
claim that 5’ is a factorial domain, Indeed, any reflexive S-module N of rank 2 
is reflexive and has rank 4 as a B-module (Lemma (2.7)). By Lemma (2.7), the 
S-module End,(N) is a direct summand of a projective S-module End$(S @a N). 
Therefore End,(N) is a free S-module. Hence the previous argument shows that 
S is a factorial domain. Because End,(S OR M) is a trivial Azumaja S-algebra, 
Lemma (2.5) implies that S @a M is a free S-module. Therefore M is a free 
B-module. 
I don’t know whether the number 4 in (iii) is the best possible. 
3. REFLEXIVE MODULES OVER TWO-DIMENSIONAL LOCAL NORMAL DOMAINS. 
RATIONAL SINGULARITIES 
In this section we study reflexive modules over two-dimensional complete 
local normal domains. The method we use was introduced by Mumford in his 
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investigation of the Class group of two-dimensional normal singularities [27]. 
In short, his method consists of the following. We resolve the singularity and 
look at the Picard group of the neighborhood of the exceptional fiber. Then the 
Class group is a factor group of this Picard group. Using the methods of Grothen- 
dieck’s formal geometry Danilov ([ll], etc.) proved some deep results on the 
Class group of a complete domain. For a survey of his results ee [ 151, [23]. This 
method was especially useful when the singularity is rational (see Artin [I, 21, 
Brieskorn [9], Lipman [21]). Although their results give the description of the 
Class group of complete rings of some rational singularities, little is known 
about reflexive modules of rank n > 1. 
The case of reflexive modules of rank 1 is much simpler. The Class group has 
a natural group structure which allows to introduce a geometric structure. This 
doesn’t work for the set of reflexive modules of rank n > 1. 
Recently Boutot [8] applied Artin’s criterion of representability [4] to the 
investigation of the Class group. This criterion and the deformation theory 
(Schlessinger’s local criterion) suggest a new approach to the investigation of 
reflexive modules over complete local rings. 
The main results of this section are Proposition (3.5) and Theorem (3.9). 
As a corollary we get a desciption of reflexive modules over complete two- 
dimensional cone (see (3.1 l), (3.13) and (3.14)). 
(3.1) Let X be an integral scheme. A coherent O,-module is called reflexive 
if M w M**. We denote by 5?(X) (resp. a,(X)) the set of all reflexive sheaves 
(resp. all reflexive sheaves of rank n) on X. Let Vect(X) (resp. Vect,(X)) denote 
the set of all vector bundless (resp. all vector bundles of rank n) on X. If X = 
Spec(A) we also use the notationsg(A), Vect(A),..., instead ofg(X), Vect(X),..., 
(3.2) Let (A, 111) be a complete local normal domain of dimension 2, 
V = Spec(A). 
The morphism P: X + V is called a resolution of the singularity of I/ if 
(a) X is a regular scheme, 
(b) P is a proper morphism, 
(c) { induces an isomorphism: ,@(v\{nt}) z V\(m). 
(3.3) Let P: X-t V be a resolution of the singularity. We define a natural 
map of sets 
7: Vect(X) -+.??(A) 
as follows. Let M E Vect(X). The restriction fthe sheaf M tot-l( V\(m)) gives a 
locally free sheaf on V, (points of codim < 1 in V), hence a reflexive A-module. 
The map 7 is surjective. Indeed, any reflexive A-module of finite type gives 
a unique vector bundle on +--‘( v\(m)). S’ mce X is two-dimensional and regular, 
we can extend this bundle (nonuniquely) to a vector bundle on X. 
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Thus, we can divide the problem about reflexive modules over the domain A 
into two parts: investigation of Vect(X) and invesigation of of the “kernel” 
of the map?. In this section we will deal only with the first part of the problem. 
We collect ogether some known facts. 
(3.4) It is known (Abhyankar, Hironaka; see [22]) that the singularity of 
the normal domain A can be resolved by a monoidal transformation, namely, 
there exists an ideal I C A with V(1) = {m} such that the monoidal transforma- 
tion with center in I: 
f: X-t I/ = Spec(A) 
is a resolution of the singularity. Thus 10, is an invertible very ample [IS, No. 8, 
II, (4.4.2)] sheaf on the V-scheme X = Proj( @:=a I”). The fiber of J 
Y = X XSpec(A/I) = Proj 6 lm/lnb+l 
V t 1 WSO 
is a l-dimensional scheme. The natural morphism y: Y --) Spec(A/I) is pro- 
jective and 0, = 0,/l@, 1 Y. 
Let N, = i*(lOx/PO,) be a conormal sheaf on Y where i: Y - X. The sheaf 
N, is a very ample sheaf relative to the map v. Thus by Serre’s theorem [18, 
No. 11, III, (2.2.1)], th ere is an integer K, > 0 such that for any K 2 K, , 
fP(Y, N,?) = 0. 
We adopt the following notations: 
YL = X X Spec(A/I’), u1 = UYL = ox/1zG I YI for 1 > 0; 
V 
X the completion of X along IQ, [18, No. 4, I, (lO.lO.l)]; and F the under- 
lying space of all the Y, . 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let A be a complete local normal two-dimensional domain. 
Then with the above notations, the map 
f-f'&% Wn, Cd) - WF, Wn, W) 
is bijective for all 1 > k, , n > I. 
Proof. First we prove a known fact that the map 
fP(X, St(n, U,f)) + l$i Hi( Yr , 9/(n, Or)) 
is bijective (cf. [3, Proof of Theorem 3.51). This follows from Grothendieck’s 
existence theorem [18, No. 11, III, (5.1)]. Indeed, a compatible system of 
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elements a, E Nr(Y, , 9(n, 0,)) is determined by locally free sheaves L, and 
isomorphisms L, @ Lo,-, w L,-, , i.e., by a formal sheaf. This formal sheaf is 
induced by a locally free sheaf f, on X, by Grothendieck’s theorem, and e is 
necessarily locally free. Thus this map is surjective. Now suppose e is a locally 
free sheaf on X such that L, is free for each 1. The modules H”(Y, , L,) are of 
finite length for each 1. Hence the images of the maps 
(m > 1) are constant for large m, say equal to M, C H”(Y, , L,). The M, form an 
inverse system of modules whose maps M, ---f M,-, are surjective, and clearly 
[18, No. 11, III, (4.1.5)] 
lim Mr = lim H”( Y, , L,) m H”(J?‘, L)t C 
Since L, is free, it contains sections Sk ,..., SE whose determinant is nowhere 
zero. This being true for all m, the module MO must contain sections s’, ,..., si
of Lo with nowhere zero determinant. These sections lift successively to M, for 
each I, hence to sections P )...) f”E HO@, 2). 5 Lince the determinant of these 
sections 9 is not zero on Y. , it is nowhere zero. This concludes the proof of 
the first assertion. 
Secondly, Grothendieck’s existence theorem implies that the functor 9 - 4 
is an equivalence between the category of coherent O,-modules and the category 
of coherent @z-modules [18, No. 11, III, (5.1.6)]. Thus, injectivity of the map 
Hl(X, cqn, 0,)) + W(X, W(n, 0,)) 
would imply its bijectivity. Let us prove that this map is injective. If L is a 
locally free sheaf on X such that the induced sheaf 2 is free, then there are 
sections P ,...> E”E HO(X, t) which have nowhere zero determinant. By [18, 
No. 11, III, (5.1.2)], NO(X, e) = HO(X, L). Let sr ,..., s”E HO(X, L) be the images 
of El ,.*., P. Then the determinant of si is nowhere zero. Thus L is free. 
Now let d(n, A$) (1 > 0) be a sheaf of Abelian groups on F whose stalk at a 
point x EF is an Abelian group of n x n matrices over (N,!)L . We have an 
exact sequence of sheaves of groups on F 
0 -j Aqn, W) 2 3t(n, &+,) -+ ~t(n,o,) -+ 1, 
where p is given by s + 1 + s for any section s of the sheaf &(n, N); . This 
sequence yields a cohomology sequence 
H’(F, J+, N;)) - HI(F, S@, c”,,,)) - W(F, W(fi, Q)). 
If 1 > k, , then W(F,Ji’(n, Nb)) = 0 by (3.4). Therefore, the proposition will 
follow from 
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LEMMA (3.6). Let 2’ be a one-dimensional Noetherian scheme. Let ozO = Uz/I 
be a structure sheaf of a closed subscheme 2, C Z defined by a sheaf of ideals I C 0, 
with I2 = 0. Then for any locally free Oz, -module M0 there is a locally free oz- 
module M such that M 00, LozO = M0 . 
Proof. By [19, IV, Proposition 3.151, an obstruction to the lifting of the 
locally free OzO-module M,, lies in the group Exti=JM,, ,...). We claim that this 
group is trivial. In fact, since H’(Z,, ,...) = 0, the spectral sequence of composi- 
tion functors [16]: 
HD(Z, , G%~&~(M~ ,... ))=+ Exto”,o(M, ...) 
implies Ext$JMt, ,...) = 0. 
DEFINITION (3.7) (cf. [2], [21]). A normal local domain of dimension 2 is 
said to have a rational singularity if there exists a desingularization X--f Spec(A) 
such that Hl(X, ox) = 0. 
(3.8) Suppose now that (A, m) is a complete local normal domain which 
has a rational singularity and algebraically closed residue field k. 
Letf: X ---f V = Spec(A) be the minimal desingularization [21, Theorem 4.11. 
The reduced fiber F =f-l({m}) red consists of R-smooth ration curves {Xi}lsi(D 
[2, Proposition I]. Let 2 denote the fundamental cycle ofF [2, p. 1321. Obviously 
Supp(2) = F. 
Artin proved that 0(-n2) m mnOx and H1(2, JJ = 0, where Jn = 
K4%+l)~ - &A w U(-722) Oexoz (n > 1) [2]. 
THEOREM (3.9). With the notation of (3.8), the map 
N1(X, %‘(n, Lo,)) - ffl(F, SfCn, 0~)) 
is bijective for any integer n > 0. 
Proof. One can show exactly as in Proposition (3.5) that the map 
is bijective. Instead of the ideal I we should consider the ideal m C A. In general, 
the morphism P is no longer a monoidal transformation with center in M but 
that doesn’t affect he proof. 
Thus, it remains to show that the natural map 
is bijective. 
N’(F, %(n, 0,)) - HI(F, W(n, G)) 
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Let Z 3 Z1 > Z2 > F be any two positive cycles with support in F such that 
in the exact sequence of sheaves, 
0 + K ---f Pzl + lQz2 ---f 0,
the kernel K satisfies condition K2 = 0. We have the diagram of sheaves of 
groups on F 
where isomorphism p is given by t ---f 1 + t for any section t of the sheaf of 
matrices A!(%, K). This diagram yields the diagram 
A HI(F, A!(K)) - Nl(F, ~%‘(@~?z1)) ----- Hl(F, ~~@‘(co,z)), 
?1 
D 
2 H’(F, W(K)) y W(F, %(Oz 1)) 7 ffl(F, g@., 2)) 
By Lemma (3.6) 7 is surjective. So, it is enough to show that p is surjective. 
Since fP(F, Co,,) = W(F, Co,,) = 0 [I, Theorem (1.7); 2, Proposition I], the 
map a? is onto. Every element of W(F, ?#(n, K)) is a sum of elements of the form 
u(w,,,), where w~,~ E M(n, W(F, K)) = H1(F, .A’(n, K)) is a matrix with entries 
zero except at the place (u, v). Let w = u(w&. We have two cases. 
Case u # ~1. Let s be a section of A(n, O,,) such that a(s) = w~,~. Choose 
an open covering {Ui} of F such that s can be lifted to sections sj E r( rrj , 
A?(n, O,,)). Then sj - sk E r( lJj n U, , Jle(n, K)) and 01(s) is represented by 
1-cocycle {(si - sJ}. We can suppose that all si are matrices with zero entries 
except at the place (u, u). Further, 1 + s E H”(F, %!(n, O,,)). We claim that 
/3(1 + s) = w. Indeed, the section 1 + s can be lifted to the sections 1 + sj of 
9’/(n, S,,) 1 Ui , hence ,!?(I + s) is represented by the cocycle ((1 + Q/(1 + ~3). 
Because u # V, (1 + si - sic) (1 + sic) = 1 + sj , so 1 + si - sic = 
(1 + sJ(1 + sd. Thus /?( 1 + s) = w. 
Case u = ZA The element y(w) corresponds to a locally free Ozl-module 
decomposable into the direct sum of 0 zI-modules of rank 1. It is known that 
fP(F, O;,) w fP(F, S;,) w 2” [I, Theorem 1.71. Therefore, if y(w) # 1, then 
my # 1, a contradiction. Hence r(w) = I, and w E Im(/3). 
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Remark (3.10). Let D be a field or an excellent Dedekind domain. Let (A, m) 
be an excellent local normal two-dimensional domain which is a Henselization 
of an D-algebra of finite type at a prime ideal. Let X+ Spec(A) be a resolution 
of singularity by blowing up an ideal I C A as in (3.4). 
Denote by A the I-adic completion of A. Let 
X, = X X Spec(A/F), 12 1. 
SpeC(A) 
Artin’s Approximation Theorem [3, Theorems (1.12) and (3.5)] and Proposi- 
tion (3.6) imply that the natural map B(X) -9(X,) is bijective for 2 > 0, and 
the natural map W(X) -&(X1) is surjective (see Lemma 3.6)). 
Moreover, the natural diagram 
a%?(X) --+ 92(A) 
.2(X,) - a@, 
is commutative, hence the map v is surjective. Of course, the last result follows 
also from Elkik’s Approximation Theorem [14, Theorem 31. 
Theorem (3.9) also admits a modification to the Henselian case. 
COROLLARY (3.11). Let A = k[[X, Y, Z]]/(X2 + Y2 + z;?) be a cone where k 
is an algebraically closed$eld of char(k) # 2. 
Then every rejlexive A-module is a direct sum of reflexive A-modules of rank 1. 
Such decomposition is unique. 
Proof. We can resolve singularity of Spec(A) by blowing up the closed point. 
The exceptional fiber of this resolution consists only of one rational smooth 
k-curve. The result now follows from (3.3), (3.9), and the Krull-Schmidt 
theorem. 
Remark (3.12). Th ere exists an indecomposable reflexive module of rank 
>l over any two-dimensional nonregular factorial domain, in particular, over 
rational singularities of type E, [21, Theorem 25.1)]. On the other hand, we 
conjecture the following: 
Let (A, m) be a complete local normal domain of dimension 2 and k = A/m 
be algebraically closed of char(k) # 2. Then A is a cone as in (3.11) iff every 
reflexive A-module is decomposable into a direct sum of rank 1 submodules. 
COROLLARY (3.13). Let A be as in (3.1 I). Then the module of k-derivation of A 
has the form 
D:(A) - P 0 P> 
where p C A is a nonprincipal prime ideal of h@ht 1. 
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Proof. It is well known that the ring A is normal and Cl(A) = Z/22 [15]. 
By Corollary (3.1 l), D;(A) = Jt @ Js where J1 , Js C A are reflexive ideals. 
By [ 1, Theorem 2.71, the module A2 D,(A) of two-dimensional differential forms 
is free. So (AZ D,(A))* w (A2 @(A))** w A. Hence Ji m Ja . The Scheja- 
Starch theorem on the module of derivations of hypersurfaces [13, III, b] (or a 
direct computation) implies that D?(A) cannot be a free A-module. Hence we 
are done. 
PROPOSITION (3.14). Let A = rW[[X, Y, Z]]/(X2 + Y2 + Z2) be a complet 
real cone with quotient field Q. Then we have an A-isomorphism 
where p is a non-principal prime ideal of height 1 in A, , the complexification ofA. 
P~ooj. By Corollary (3.13), D;(A) aA A, m p @ p as A-modules. Hence 
C = End,(D$(A)) is a free A-module, so a nontrivial Azymaja A-algebra, and 
[C] E Br(Q/A) (cf. (2.4)). It is known that Br(Q/A) = Z/22 (see also Theorem 
(2.3)). Furthermore, by Proposition (2.6), [End,(p)] is a nontrivial element in 
Br(Q/A). Since p and D;(A) have the same rank over A, Auslander’s theorem 
(see (2.4)) implies that they are isomorphic as A-modules. 
4. THE BRAUER GROUP OF A NORMAL SINGULARITY 
(4.1) Let (R, m) be a local normal domain with quotient field K and alge- 
braically closed residue field R. Let X = Spec(R). Throughout this section we 
consider the etale topology on X. We denote by Rh the Henselization of the ring 
R, by 6, the sheaf of units. If D is an Abelian group and 1 a prime number, we 
denote by D(Z) (resp. t(D)) the Z-torsion (resp. torsion) part of D. 
(4.2) From [17, II, I] and Theorem (2.3) follows the existence of the com- 
mutative diagram 
0 __f C1(Rh)/C1(R) e Hft(X, G,,,) A+ Br(K) 
*t ‘p t r! 
0 B Cl(R)“‘/Cl(R) 2 Br(R) - BrW), 
where r is the map defined in Theorem (2.3), v is the natural embedding (see 
[17, I, 21 or [20, V, 21) and # is the monomorphism which makes the diagram 
commutative. 
Remark (4.3). It is known that Cl(Rh) = Cl(R), where R is the m-adic 
completion of R (see [14, Theorem 31). We don’t know whether Cl(R) = 
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Cl(R”) in general. There are many examples where t(CI(R)/Cl(R)) f 0. Con- 
sider any two-dimensional local factorial domain A with nonrational singularity 
and an algebraically closed residue field of characteristic 0.
Remark (4.4). Let B be a commutative Noetherian ring of characteristic 
p > 0 with quotient ring F, V = Spec(B). Then, by [31], Hi,(V, Gp,t,V) (p) = 
Br(B) (p) and there are many examples where Br(F/B) # 0. 
(4.5) Now we recall a result of Rim [29]. Let S 2 T be an unramified integral 
extension of a local normal domain whose quotient field extension is Galois 
with the finite Galois group G. Rim obtained an exact sequence of groups 
0 -+ Cl(S)G/Cl(T) 2 Br(S/T)+ ,f--& WSPPP) 
--f EP(G, Cl(S)) --f H3(G, S*). 
His proof is purely cohomological and doesn’t give an explicit form of the 
map 7’. 
(4.6) From now on, in addition to the hypothesis of (4.1), R will be two- 
dimensional such that there exists a desingularizationf: Y + X. 
We have the Leray spectral sequence 
and the exact sequence of terms of low degree 
The normality of R implies that {.+(Gm,y) = G,,x. Since Y is regular and 
dim Y = 2, E$(Y, Gm,y) = Br(Y) [17, II, Corollary 2.21, and the natural 
map Br(Y) + Br(K) is a monomorphism. Hence Ker(j,) = Ker(j,) (see (4.3)). 
It is well known that Hi,(X, S,,,) = Pit(X) = 0 and H&Y, G,,,) = Pit(Y) 
[5, exp. IX, Theorem 3.31. By well-known result of Artin Rif*(S,,,) = 0 for 
i 3 2. Hence& is surjective. 
It would be nice to know for which local normal domains A the natural map 
WA) - 0 ‘WA,) 
htp=l 
is surjective (see [17, Corollary 6.21). 
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